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This course will provide tools in the form of best practice, optimization and debugging 
techniques and programming tricks, together with explanations of common pitfalls. It will 
present Avaloq script in the context of other Avaloq technologies such as the task engine 
and order processing and course participants will be given the opportunity to apply the 
knowledge gained during exercises inspired by real-life scenarios.

Register now

The focus of this course is to set up the adapters with special focus on the trading related 
adapters like FixBridge, OmgeoBrigde, EurexBridge and SIX Telekurs. The course explains 
the purpose of these adapters, the required information for the successful customization 
in ACP as well as the needed configuration on the container platform.

Register now

Sign up now before slots run out!

Curious how Community APIs operate? 

ExploreExplore the inner workings of Community APIs by attending 
our brand-new course: Community APIs – Under the Hood. 
Discover the role of OpenShift microservices as well as how 
and why they talk to each other. Get in-depth knowledge about 
the mechanisms used to create and keep the Community API 
read cache up to date, including triggering tables, business 
data events and the Kafka streaming platform. 

Sounds geeky enough? Sounds geeky enough? 

Community APIs under the hood

Academy 2022 bestsellers

Register now

The Avaloq Community APIs are a set of 
off-the-shelf API endpoints that can be 
used by applications and backend services 
to retrieve and update ACP data. Learn 
how to create and execute Community API 
requests and updates.

Delta 2020H2 (Community APIs CAPIs)

107 trained professionals

Register now

Learn about the building blocks of 
application deployment, how to navigate 
around the repository and how to 
configure and run an Avaloq product in 
ACPR. This course also provides an 
overview of the deployment concepts and 
shows how monitoring and alerting are set 
up.up.

Delta 2020H1 (Avaloq Container 
Platform Reference ACPR) 

81 trained professionals

Register now
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